
Skive hobbing,

hard skiving or

skive shaping can

be' alternatives to

ge.ar grinding for

post heat treet-

ment finishing,

vorable part geometries, however, heat treatment
leads to substantial hardening distortion. Because
of today's standards for high quality gears, sub-
sequent hard finishing of the tooth flanks is ohen
needed (Fig. 1).

The dominant finishing process used to com-
pensate for hardening distortion is currently gear
grinding, which can be used to machine very hard
surfaces with great precision. Despite successful
sophistication of grinding technology, machining
with a geometrically undefined cutting edge
remains a time-consuming process with corre-
spondingly substantial: machine and personnel
costs. There is, therefore, a desire to substitute
machining operations with a geometrically
defined cutting edge for the present grinding
process. Sophisticated tool materials and cuttings
now permit the use of defined-edge processes like
peeling, skive hobbing, hard skiving and skive
shaping to finish hardened tooth flanks.

Apart from higher removal rates, defined-
edge processes have the advantage of combining
some soft and hard machining operations on the
same machine. This enables the manufacturer to
save the purchasing costs for a gear grinding
machine. Another positive factor is the low ener-
gy consumption for defined-edge machining.
Finally, a d.ry cut is often feasible, eliminating the
use of cooling lubricants with their high disposal:
costs and environmental risks.

One drawback of hard finishing with a geo-
metrically-defined. cutting edge is lower process
reliability due to the possibility of sudden tool
failure resulting from breakage at the cutting edge.
This is caused by the relatively low toughness of
the carbide tool material, The disadvantage of
"low process reliability" and the drawback of
"essential minimum chip thickness"are closely
linked. If the chip thickness is too small, no chip
is cut; the work material: is merely pushed aside,
increasing friction and pressure on the cutting
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Introduction
The market demand for gear manufacturers to

transmit higher torques via smaller-sized gear
units inevitably leads to the use of case-hardened
gears with high manufacturing and surface quali-
ty. In order to generate high part quality, there is
an increasing trend towards the elimination of the
process-induced distortion that occurs during heat
treatment by means of subsequent hard finishing.

Intensive research activity into the hard fin-
ishing of gear flanks has produced an alternative
to the widely used gear grinding process.
Manufacturers now have the option of choosing a
process that uses a geometrically defined cutting
edge. This article describes problems and trends
in hard machining with a defined cutting edge,
presenting the skive hobbing, hard skiving and
skive shaping processes. The key feature is the
elucidation of individual: process kinematics, tool
geometries, tool materials and coating systems. A
number of fields of application are also indicated.

Hard Finishing Tooth Flanks With
A Defined. Cutting Edge

Nowadays, most gears are case-hardened
after roughing in order to enhance their wear
resistance and load-carrying capacity. With unfa-
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edge and causing early failure. The minimum clilip

thickness needed for .81 chip to form is also .81 draw-

back. in terms of the accuracy-to-sizetaat can be
achieved as compared to grinding. Defined-edge

hard cutting has difficulty in achieving the kind of
machining accuracies possible with grinding.
Especially high surface-quality requirements can

only be met to a certain extent. becauseprocess-
specific deviations in the generating cut are mir-
rored on 'the surface of the part.

Suitable Tool Material's
Machining hardened ferrous materials

demands tool materials with strength properties

that match the special needs of hard cutting tech-

nologies and which possess adequate mechanical

and thermal shock re istanee, e peciaHy in dis-
continuous cutting operations, Oreal hardness
and edge Il1bility,low adhesion. high thermal sta-

bility. adequate toughness and a homogeneous
fine-grained structure are often conflicting
requirements impo ed by hard finishing on a tool.
material. The choice of tool material is also
affected by economic considerations (Ref. 6).

Micrograin Carbides

We/Co.-based micrograin carbides have

recently become an important factor in gear-mak-

ing technology. Carbides are sintered materials
consisting o.f a oft metallic binder pbase (cobalt),
in which the carbides-in this case rung [en car-

bide-are embedded. Microgram carbides of the

same composition but with carbide grain sizes
below ] um possess greater hardness and resis-

tance to. compressive stress than conventional car-
bides with a grain. size of roughly .1 to 3 um.
Tungsten-carbide and cobalt-based carbides with
average tungsten-carbide grain diameters :s; 0.5
.1IDl are termed ultra-micrograin carbides.

Micrograin carbides are also characterized by
their very high bending and tensile strength, since
both hardness and bending strength can be raised
with a WC-crystal size below ] 1JDl. Modem man-

ufacturing technologies also produce extremely
fine-grained! homogeneous microstructores. A
product of (l"ii!sk:i lid. consisting, for example. of
94% WC and 6% Co, measured by mass, achieves

a hitherto. un attained combination of hardness
(2000 HV 30) with bending strength (4000
N/mm2) (Fig. 2), which would have been eonsid-

ered impossible even a few years ago. (Refs. 4. 5
& 11).

The rise .in hardness as me tungsten-carbide

grain size decreases reduces abrasive wear, while
tile 50% Increase in bending strength, which ha

positive effects on edge staibHily. and its suitabili-
ty for machining hardened materials with mini-
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Fig. 2-Paromtt'ers ofvarWus WC~6-COcmbides (SOUIU: ~Y1DlA Gmh.ll, Essen, ,Germany).

mal allowances to. grinding quality recommend

this tool material for gear production (Ref. 7).
Combined with unprovedcoating technologies, it
opens the way to reducing the chipping of the cut-

ting edge, which determines 'tool life and increas-
es process reliabil.ity.

Coating Tecbnology
The use of coated carbides and high-speed

steels in machining is state-of-the-art technology.

The hard, thin film increases the abrasion resis-
tance of the coated tool material. reduces tool-pan

adhesion and acts as II barrier to diffusion, The
substrate material carrying the film. must ensure
good support and give me substrate-coating com-
posite adequate thermal resistance and toughness.

The prerequisite for the wear-protective effect of
the film. is adequate coating-substrate adhesmn,
even when the tool. is exposed to thermal and
mechanical shock. CVD (chemical. vapor deposi-
tioo) and PVD (physical vapor deposition) tech-
niques are employed to apply the coating to the
cutting tools (Refs. 4 & I. I.l.

One drawback of the high-temperature CVO
method (T > lOOO°C) is the risk thatthe cutting
edge will become brittle. The PVD process, in
which the coating is deposited 011 the substrate in
a low temperature range (200°C 10. 600"C),

reduces the risk of cutting edge embrittlement.
PVD coating of carbide tools is now state-of-the-
art technology; titanium nitride (TiN) is the dom-
inant coating material. Other coating materials

based on TiN have been developed; and of these,
titanium carbon nitride (TiCN) and titanium alu-
minium nitride (TiAlN) have already become
commercially significant (Refs. 4 & II.).

Wear On Coated 'Carbides

Wear is high1y significant ~DI cutting process-
es, substantially affecting the finished product and

the reliability of the process. Tool wear is caused
by adhesion. diffusion and oxidation phenomena
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Fig. J-Too/.workpiece C01lflgurat!OI!in skive bobbing, Source: PjfluJer.
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Fig. 4-Negative' rake /Ulgle on tlte skille hob.

during the machining operation. Adhesive coating
failure and cohesive and adhesive coating wear
are potential wear mechanisms during hard finish-
ing with a defined cutting edge (Refs. 3 & 8).
Apart from wear mechanisms affecting the film
coating, wear phenomena including chipping,
transverse and ridge cracks, abrasion, adhesion
and diffusion may also occur on the substrate
where it is uncoated or unprotected due to coating
wear (Refs. 7 & II).

The wear mechanisms noted above are not
independent of one another, but have overlapping
causes and effects on wear. For example, abrasive
wear or chipping may be promoted or even initi-
ated by adhesion or diffusion on the carbide. In
general, however it is true to say that, together
with abrasion at low cutting speeds, adhesion and,
at high cutting speeds (cutting temperatures), dif-
fusion and oxidation phenomena are the primary
determinants of tool wear (Ref. 7).
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Skive Hobbing
Skive hobbing (Refs. 1, 3, 7, 8, ]0, 11 & 12)

is a continuous process employing a geometrical-
ly defined cutting edge in a rotary cutting action
with an interrupted cut for finishing pre-cut, hard-
ened gears. Its primary tasks are to eliminate
hardening distortion caused by heat treatment and
to improve surface quality. Its process kinematics
are identical with those of bobbing, enabling both
the gear cutting and finishing processes to be per-
formed on the same machine (Fig. 3).

The process kinematics of skive bobbing are
based on a generating spiral drive in which the tool
and the gear contact one another at an angle.
Pojential profile modifications of the workpiece
have to be introduced, whereas modifications of 'the
flank line can. be made by adapting the machine
motions. Process kinematics are characterized by a
combined generating and spiral feed! motion.

The rolling motion results from the differen-
tial speeds of rotation ofthe kiving hob and the
workpiece; the speed of rotation varies inversely
with the number of teeth. The spiral motion
required to machine the full width of the work-
piece is superimposed on the rolling motion, In

r order to achieve this, ihe tool is shifted along the
workpiece axis, entailing a simultaneous addi-
tional rotation of the workpiece. The magnitude
of this additional rotation is calculated to produce
a spiral motion from the axial motion of the tool
and the additional rotation of the part. The cllltr.ing
speed in skive hobbing is equivalent to the cir-
cwnferenti al velocity of the tool.

The term skive hobbingis derived from the
"skiving cut." This type of cut is essential for cre-
ating the small chip cross-sections required to
machine the hardened material. As an aid in this
task, the tOO]:5 are given a negative rake angle.
which acts as a negative tilt angle on the tooth
flanks (Fig. 4). This produces an enlarged active
cutting-edge length and a "puni:ng cut," which is
intended to offer greater resistance to the stresses
involved in machining hardened steel.

One tool is sufficient for all gears with the same
reference profile in skive bobbing. Owing to the
process kinematics, the enveloping profile oflhe
toot is based on a worm and has straight-flanked cut-
ter teeth. The workpiece corresponds to the worm
wheel. The cutter teeth are arranged. pirally over the
circumference of the skiving hob and separated by
flutes. Each cutter tooth corresponds to one rolling
position for profiling the tooth gap anclalways
removes an. identical chip. If the skiving hob is
worn, it can be sharpened on a separate machine, on
which the face of the 1[001 is reground.



Sldve Hobbi.ng Process Characteristics
and ApplicatiollS

Prior to skive bobbing, the tooth gap must be
rough-machined to a tage at which the tip of the
skivi'ng hob does not make contact, and only the
flank cutting edges are involved in the machining
operation. Otherwise there would be ,8 risk of
chipp.ing ..The tooth root caa be freed by roughing
with an increased tip factor or by pre-hobbing
with a protuberance. The centering of the skiving
hob in the workpiece gap is also of great impor-
tance for the finished result Because of the high
forces encountered in machining hardened steel.
the skive hobbing machine requires high static
and dynamic stiffness in addition to geometric and
kinematic accuracy.

Skive bobbing is carried out at cutting speeds of
vc '" 30-] 10 mlmin for any helix angle of the work-
piece and modules Illn = 1-40 mm, The cutting
speed has to be reduced aslhe size of the part
increa es, owing to the ,longer contact lengths in the
machining process and the higher resulting thermal
sire . Axial feeds range from 1....:5 m.mIworkpiece
revolution; small feeds are selected to match high
workpiece accuracy requirements. Owing to the
small chip thicknesses concerned, skive hobbing
should. be performed in climbing cutting, in order
to reduce me tres on the cutting edge . The kive
hob can be hifted during the hobbing operarion to
distribute wear evenly over the tool.

Skive hobbing is used as a finishing operation
or as a roughing process to prepare for subsequent
finishing by eliminating hardness distortions and
reducing grinding allowances. This process
sequence is frequently employed for large-module
workpieces, The quality limits are determined
mainly by the characteristic feed markings and
enveloping cut deviations. Subsequent gear honing i
can remove these on small-module gears. Gears !
which cannot be ground because of their geometry
can be skive hobbed. Batch sizes range from one-
off to large-series production.

Hard Skiving
Hard skiving (Refs. 1. 2, 3, & 7) is a continuous

defmed-edge process using an interrupted cut.
Although its process kinematics are based on a gen-
erating spiral drive as in the case of skivehobbing.
hard skiving cannot be carried out on a skive hob-
bing machine but requires the purchase of its own
machine, Thi is due to the changed tool-workpiece
configuration as compared to the skive hobbing
principle (Fig. 5).

Because of the generating spiral. drive, the skiv-
ing gearand workpiece me :h on skewed axes of
rotation. A spiral motion is uperimpo ed on the

spur-loothed: skiving ted:
v,. voLJtan 13,

~, : peripheral speed

Vc : cutting speed

1'0, : helIx angle

I: :axis intersection angle

Fig. 5-Too/.woril:piecf!' cOIl/iguratiorl in' skive' hobbing. SOUFCI.: Pfa!l/~1'.

rotation-speed-dependent generating motion. This
reslllts from the displacement of the tool. paraUeilo
the workpiece axis, entailing an additional. simulta-
neous relative rotation of the workpiece. As a result
of (his superimposed generating and spiral motion,
the cutting edges of the skiving gear slide along the
tooth flanks of the workpiece and skive the materi-
al over the fun width of the gear tooth. The inclina-
tion of the skiving path to the generatrix on the
tooth flank creates a surface strucrure favorable to
the noise behavior of 'the gears.

The cutting speed for hard skiving is a product
of the difference in the circumferential velocities
of the skiving gear and the workpiece. Owing to
the generating spiral drive, thecomponent Qf slid-
ing velocity perpendicular to the cutting edges of
the tool. is approximately equal to the cutting
speed (Fig. 5). It may therefore be stated for a pur
skiving gear that

ve '" VuO -1:a:nB2•

If the helix angle of the gear B2 ;;;;0° ,Ihe cut-
ting speed wiUbe v c = 0 m/min, This means that
spur-toothed workpieces cannot be machined with
spur- toothed skiving gears. Spur-toothed tools,
however, do have substantial advllntages as com-
pared to helical tools . For this reason, bar-d skiving
is currently carried out only with spur-toothed
skiving gear and is confined 1.0 the machining of
helscal gear ..

Hard skiving tools. take the form of an under-
cut cylindrical gear, because the proces kinemat-
ics determine a cylindrical envelope profile of tile
skiving gear. They con ist 0:1' carbide rings with
sl.ightly conical or even cylindrical gear teeth on
their external cylindrical surfaces.

Hard Sldving Process Charaeterlsttes
and Applications

Hard skiving is carried out in a modale range
mn", 1-3 mm and at cutting speeds of Vc = 40-90
mlmin and axial feeds 0.1-0.25 ram/workpiece
revelation. The machinable helix. angles of the
workpiece are restricted to 6.2'" 15-40". The 001l-
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Fig. "i·-The skiving tool can be reground in thee machine.
Source: Pfauter

Fig. 7-Shapi/!g kinematics.
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Fig. 8~Negative rake angle Of! a cutting gear for skive shaping.
ventional cutting is u ed for hard skiving. An
allowance ofO. 13 mm per flank can be removed in
one cut. The allowance should be as small as pos-
sible" in order to' save tool costs and keep process
forces low.

Hard skiving tools are generally part-specific.
A specially designed skiving gear i.s needed. for
each. workpiece ..The rake faces lie in a plane per-
pendicular to the tool axis. This means that the
skiving gear can be reconditioned at the end of its
tool life by a simple, low-cost flat grinding opera-
tion in the machine (Fi.g. 6).

Hard skiving is currently performed as a sin-
gle-flank operation,even though two-flank
machining would allow shorter production times.
One advantage of this approach is that the right
and left, flanks of the gear can be machined with
different shaft angles, prolonging the tool life of
the skiving gear through larger effective tool
orthogonal clearances: another is that workpiece
quality can be improved bya more uniform pas-
sive force curve over the axial path.
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Hard skiving is suitable only for medium- to
large-scale production, especially for large-series
production in the automotive industry. The gears
involved usually have profile bearing and crown-
ing. Desired depth crownings can be taken into
account through a modified skiving gear profile.
Crowning is generated by means of adapted
machine motions.

Skive Sbaping
Skive shaping (Refs. 4, 9 & ] l) is a di contin-

uous defined-edge process that uses a translatory
cutting motion to finish rough-cut. hardened cylin-
drical gears. Lts process kinematics are identical
with those of shaping (Fig. 7), enabling soft
machining andhard finishing to take place on the
same machine.

The sequence of motions is characterized by
the generation between a cutting gear and work-
piece mounted parallel to one another. Chips are
removed in the direction of the flank line through
an axial cutti:ng motion of the tool gear, referred to
as a working stroke. During the subsequent
reverse troke.the work table or the tool is lifted
to prevent a collision between the cutting gear and
the workpiece. Skive shaping is performed with-
out any axial offset, i.e. without lateral displace-
ment. of the machine stand. This is the only means
of ensuring uniform infeed on both flanks .
Collision problems that are encountered in rough-
ing operations with a shaping machine do not
OCCUrin skive shaping. owing to its nature as a fin-
ishing cut (Ref. 9).

In order to withstand the initial cutting stress-
es o.n hardened steel more effectively, the rake
angle of the shaping gear used in skive shaping is
negative. causing a negative tilt angle on the tooth
flanks (Fig. 8).

The involute tooth flank is profiled by means
of generated cuts, A cutting-gear tooth generates a
workpiece gap. The flanks of lite cutting-gear
tooth are involute in form and, as is in skive hob-
bing, the tools are not part-specific except for nec-
essary profile modifications. The face of a worn
shaping gear is reground on a separate machine in
order to sharpen the cutting edge,

T0' achieve a generating motion, me workpiece
and cutting gear move simultaneously with the
axial stroke motion, in accordance with the ratio
between their numbers of teeth. The generating
feed is the distance described at the pitch circle
per double stroke (double stroke DS ". working
stroke + reverse stroke). The number of generated
cuts is dependent on the generating feed. An
increase in generating feed reduces the number of
generated cuts.
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Skive Shaping PJIOCess'Characteristics
and. Applications

In . Idve shaping operations, it is necessary to
ensure that machining takes place only with the
flank. cutting edges. The rol.lgh-cut workpiece gap
mu t be machined appropriately and the euuing
gear properly eentered, In order to prevent the tip
comers of the sliapiQg gear from participating in the
cut. an allowance of 0.1 mmlflank: benld also be
left, Cul:l:in,g speeds are in the range vc= 2(}..4()
mlmin. Gear deviations characterized by a piteh-cir-
de gap are still an unsatisfactory feature. Profile-
corrected tools and higher sliffnesse .of the overall
.y tern may lead to improved profile accuracy.

Hard gear fillislling LDcases where the contact
point is everely restricted by neighboring de ign
elements may be very difficult or impo sible to
realize. The special advantage of skive shaping.
manifested in. the short tool ron-on. are apparent
in the e application . Both contincus double heli-
call teeth and double helical gears can be hard fin-
i hed u ing this proee • as can gears on tepped
hafts or even crown gears. The machining of

chnch gears is also conceivable. Batch sizes may
be small or large.

One poten:l:iali application for skive baping
lie . in hard finishing of internal gear . Internal
gears are a major component of planetary gear
ystem • which represent an increasingly large

proportion of mass-produced gear systems.
Owing 10 eobaacedperformance requirements for
power gear trains. users are demanding cost-
effective hard finishing technologies for internal
gears. Whereas hard broach:ing is economically
feasible only in large-series production, all unsat-
isfactory tool transition, e.g. via neighboring
de ign elements, is often the only ob tacle 10 the
use of ueh technologies as kive hobbing, gear
grinding and gear honing. Skive haping, by eon-
trast •. i inherently : uitable for fini hing opera-
tions on internal. gears.

C'onclusions
The finishing of hardened tooth flanks after

heat treatment is of growing importance due to
increasing demands for .higb gear qUality and
smooth ronning. Currently. the dominant fini b-
ing proce for elimination of hardening distor-
tien i gear grinding. Sopbi ticased toolmaterial
however, already point the way to defined-edge
technologies.

Skive hobbing, hard skiving and skive shaping
are defined-edge processes suited to the hard fin-
ishjng of gears. These generating technique
make use of micrograin carbide tools, Skive hob-
bing tool are pirally hoped; hard skiving and

skive shaping tools are cylindrical. There are also
differences in process kinematic and potential
applications.

Shve hobbing caa be used with any batch size
from one-off to large series production across a
broad range .of geometrical workpiece dimen-
ions. Hard! skiving. by comparison. is uited only

to series and large-cale production of heli a1
gears with dimen ions cu tomary in the car indus-
try. A common feature of both. processes is their
low-noise surface structure.

In cases where the contact po.int i everely
restricted by neighboring de. ign elements. hard
gear finishing caeprefereatiatly be achieved by
kive shaping. One potential application of kive
haping is the production of internal gears. which

have come to represent an ever-increa lng proper-
tioo of gears manufactured in series production
and whic.h frequently cannot be machined by
other processes. Skive shaping is fUlldamentally
suited to this task. 0
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